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Use of Standards in FDA Regulatory 
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89

Oversight of Next Generation 90

Sequencing (NGS)-Based In Vitro 91

Diagnostics (IVDs) Used for 92

Diagnosing Germline Diseases 93  94

Draft Guidance for Stakeholders and  95

Food and Drug Administration Staff 96
97

This draft guidance, when finalized, will represent the current thinking of the Food and Drug 98
Administration (FDA or Agency) on this topic.  It does not establish any rights for any person 99
and is not binding on FDA or the public.  You can use an alternative approach if it satisfies 100
the requirements of the applicable statutes and regulations.  To discuss an alternative 101
approach, contact the FDA staff or Office responsible for this guidance as listed on the title 102
page. 103

104
I. Introduction 105

106
Many advances in precision medicine will depend on the safe and effective use of next 107
generation sequencing (NGS) technology. As part of the Precision Medicine Initiative (PMI), 108
FDA has been focused on optimizing FDA’s regulatory oversight for NGS in vitro diagnostic 109
(IVD) tests to help accelerate research and the clinical adoption of precision medicine while 110
assuring the safety and effectiveness of these tests. As part of the PMI effort, this draft guidance 111
document provides FDA’s proposed approach on the content and possible use of standards in 112
providing oversight for whole exome human DNA sequencing (WES) or targeted human DNA 113
sequencing NGS-based tests intended to aid in the diagnosis of individuals with suspected 114
germline1 diseases or other conditions (hereinafter referred to as “NGS-based tests for germline 115
diseases” or “NGS-based tests”).  116

117
This document provides recommendations for designing, developing, and validating NGS-based 118
tests for germline diseases, and also discusses possible use of FDA-recognized standards for 119
regulatory oversight of these tests. These recommendations are based on FDA’s understanding of 120
                                                 
1 In this document, the term “germline diseases or other conditions” encompasses those genetic diseases or other 
conditions arising from inherited or de novo germline variants. 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/precision-medicine
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121
considerations appropriate for such tests. 122

123
FDA's guidance documents, including this guidance document, do not establish legally 124
enforceable responsibilities. Instead, guidance documents describe the Agency's current thinking 125
on a topic and should be viewed only as recommendations, unless specific regulatory or statutory 126
requirements are cited. The use of the word should in Agency guidance documents means that 127
something is suggested or recommended, but not required. 128

129
II. Background 130

131
As part of the PMI, FDA is committed to implementing a flexible and adaptive regulatory 132
oversight approach that fosters innovation and simultaneously assures that patient test results are 133
accurate and meaningful.  134

135
Unlike most IVDs, which are typically intended to detect a limited number of predefined 136
analytes to diagnose pre-specified conditions, NGS-based tests can measure millions of analytes 137
(i.e., bases) related to numerous conditions and have the potential to detect previously 138
unidentified variants. Moreover, NGS-based tests often have broad intended uses, and the types 139
of variants and the nature of the clinical information that will be returned from these tests is often 140
not known until after the test has been run. Crafting the appropriate approach for regulatory 141
oversight for NGS-based tests presents a challenge for FDA and has been considered in several 142
discussion papers containing questions and ideas related to possible approaches. Central to these 143
discussions is whether conformity with appropriately constructed standards for analytical 144
validation of an NGS-based test could be useful in providing more efficient regulatory oversight. 145

146
On February 20, 2015, FDA held a public workshop entitled, “Optimizing FDA’s Regulatory 147
Oversight of Next Generation Sequencing Diagnostic Tests” to discuss and receive feedback 148
from community stakeholders on possible regulatory approaches for tests for human genetics or 149
genomics using NGS technology.  To build on the feedback received, FDA held a second public 150
workshop on November 12, 2015 entitled, “Standards Based Approach to Analytical 151
Performance Evaluation of Next Generation Sequencing In Vitro Diagnostic Tests.”2  Much of 152
the public feedback obtained at both workshops suggested that conformity with standards for 153
analytical validation of NGS-based tests would be a reasonable approach to allow for the 154
differences in development and validation of these tests and could accommodate the expected 155
rapid evolution of NGS technology. A number of stakeholder comments at the November 12, 156
2015 workshop suggested a need for standards covering test design and performance evaluation 157
for NGS-based tests. FDA is unaware of any existing, comprehensive standards for analytical 158
validation applicable to NGS-based tests for germline diseases that it believes could be used to 159
help provide a reasonable assurance of the safety and effectiveness of these tests.  160

161

                                                 
2 FDA also held a public workshop on the use of genetic databases on November 13, 2015 entitled “Use of 
Databases for Establishing the Clinical Relevance of Human Genetic Variants” and another workshop on March 2, 
2016 entitled “Patient and Medical Professional Perspectives on the Return of Genetic Test Results.” 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/precision-medicine
http://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/NewsEvents/WorkshopsConferences/ucm427296.htm
http://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/NewsEvents/WorkshopsConferences/ucm427296.htm
http://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/NewsEvents/WorkshopsConferences/ucm459449.htm
http://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/NewsEvents/WorkshopsConferences/ucm459449.htm
http://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/NewsEvents/WorkshopsConferences/default.htmhttp:/www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/NewsEvents/WorkshopsConferences/ucm459450.htm
http://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/NewsEvents/WorkshopsConferences/ucm459450.htm
http://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/NewsEvents/WorkshopsConferences/ucm459450.htm
http://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/NewsEvents/WorkshopsConferences/ucm478841.htm
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162
163

This guidance document, when finalized, will provide recommendations for designing, 164
developing, and validating NGS-based tests for germline diseases that FDA believes are 165
appropriate for use in providing a reasonable assurance of the analytical validity of such tests. 166
Upon finalization of this guidance, test developers will be able to follow these recommendations 167
when preparing a premarket submission.  The recommendations in this draft guidance document 168
are applicable for NGS-based tests for germline diseases, whether results are intended to be 169
provided directly to patients or through healthcare professionals; however, for direct-to-170
consumer NGS-based tests for germline diseases additional recommendations and controls 171
would be needed. 172

173
This draft guidance document also outlines considerations for possibly classifying certain NGS-174
based tests for germline diseases in class II and potentially exempting them from premarket 175
notification requirements. Over the longer-term-, FDA will consider how these recommendations 176
may form the basis for standards that FDA could recognize or whether FDA could establish 177
special controls and/or conditions for premarket notification (510(k)) exemption.  178

179
The considerations and recommendations in this draft guidance are limited to targeted and WES 180
NGS-based tests intended to aid in the diagnosis of individuals with suspected germline diseases 181
or other conditions. A further discussion of the elements of NGS-based tests for germline 182
diseases can be found in Section V below.  This document does not apply to NGS-based tests 183
intended for stand-alone diagnostic purposes. Additionally, this document is not intended to 184
apply to NGS-based tests intended for screening, microbial genome testing, risk prediction, cell-185
free DNA testing, fetal testing, pre-implantation embryo testing, tumor genome sequencing, 186
RNA sequencing, or use as companion diagnostics, as these may have other analytical 187
characteristics not addressed by the recommendations presented here. FDA intends to provide 188
recommendations and discuss pathways for additional intended uses of NGS-based tests in future 189
guidance documents.  In the interim, the public may contact FDA with questions about these 190
issues. 191

192
IV. Classification and Premarket Review of NGS-Based 193

Tests for Germline Diseases 194
195

To date, FDA has cleared a small number of single-gene, disease-specific, targeted, NGS-based 196
tests.3 However, FDA has not previously classified NGS-based tests with a broad intended use 197
for suspected germline diseases.  An NGS-based test for germline disease is a medical device of 198
a new type that FDA has not previously classified.  As a result, it is automatically classified into 199
class III by operation of law.  There are no legally marketed devices of the same type that could 200
serve as a predicate device for review of such an NGS-based test in a premarket notification 201
under section 510(k) of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (FD&C Act) (21 U.S.C. 202
                                                 
3 See, e.g., Illumina MiSeqDx Cystic Fibrosis 139-Variant Assay (k124006) and Illumina MiSeqDx Cystic Fibrosis 
Clinical Sequencing Assay (k132750). 
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4  Thus, these tests are at present subject to FDA approval of a premarket approval 203
application (PMA). 204

205
A. Possible Classification of NGS-Based Tests for Germline 206

Diseases in Class II  207
208

An applicant may submit a de novo request for classification of a new device type when that 209
device is class III by operation of section 513(f)(1) of the FD&C Act (21 U.S.C. 360c(f)(1)), 210
there is not a legally marketed predicate device on which to base substantial equivalence in a 211
510(k), and the applicant believes that the test is appropriate for classification in class I or class 212
II. 5 The applicant should provide information in the premarket submission to demonstrate that 213
general controls or general controls and special controls are sufficient to provide a reasonable 214
assurance of safety and effectiveness for that test. If FDA grants the de novo request and 215
classifies the test as class II, the test may then be marketed, serve as a predicate for future 510(k) 216
submissions, and would be subject to both general and special controls. 217

218
Additionally, if FDA believes there is a reasonable possibility that the safety and effectiveness of 219
the test can be reasonably assured by general controls or a combination of general and special 220
controls, FDA may identify such a test as a suitable candidate for the de novo process.  Because 221
FDA believes there is a reasonable possibility that the risks associated with the use of NGS-222
based tests for germline diseases (e.g., those related to the consequences of a false positive or 223
negative result provided to a patient) may be sufficiently mitigated by a combination of general 224
and special controls, and that the safety and effectiveness of this type of test may be reasonably 225
assured by such controls, FDA believes that an NGS-based test for germline disease can be a 226
suitable candidate for the de novo classification process. FDA encourages applicants to engage 227
with the Agency using the Pre-Submission process to discuss any anticipated de novo requests 228
for NGS-based tests for germline diseases. 229

230
B. Possible Exemption of NGS-Based Tests for Germline 231

Diseases from Premarket Notification Requirements  232
233

FDA may exempt a class II device from the premarket notification requirements of section 234
510(k) of the FD&C Act on its own initiative or upon petition of an interested person, if FDA 235
determines that premarket notification is not necessary to provide a reasonable assurance of the 236

                                                 
4 See section 513(f)(1) of the FD&C Act (21 U.S.C. 360c(f)(1)). 
5 See section 513(f)(2) of the FD&C Act (21 U.S.C. 360c(f)(2)).  The Food and Drug Administration Modernization 
Act (FDAMA) of 1997 provided FDA with the authority to evaluate automatic class III designations for possible 
classification in class I or II through the de novo classification process for devices that were found to be not 
substantially equivalent (NSE) to a legally-marketed predicate device through 510(k).  The Food and Drug 
Administration Safety and Innovation Act (FDASIA) of 2012 amended section 513(f)(2) of the FD&C Act (21 
U.S.C. 360c(f)(2)) to provide that sponsors may submit a de novo without having to first submit a 510(k) and 
receive an NSE decision. Further information about the de novo process can be found on FDA’s website.   

http://www.fda.gov/downloads/medicaldevices/deviceregulationandguidance/guidancedocuments/ucm311176.pdf
http://www.fda.gov/AboutFDA/CentersOffices/OfficeofMedicalProductsandTobacco/CDRH/CDRHTransparency/ucm232269.htm
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6  There are a number of factors FDA may consider to 237
determine whether a 510(k) is necessary to provide a reasonable assurance of the safety and 238
effectiveness of a class II device.  These factors are discussed in the January 21, 1998, Federal 239
Register notice (63 FR 3142) and subsequently in the guidance the Agency issued on February 240
19, 1998, entitled “Procedures for Class II Device Exemptions from Premarket Notification, 241
Guidance for Industry and CDRH Staff.”  FDA believes that these factors may not be appropriate 242
for assessing the need for a 510(k) to provide a reasonable assurance of the safety and 243
effectiveness for NGS-based tests for germline diseases. Because of the unique features of NGS-244
based tests for germline diseases, FDA believes instead that special controls and/or conditions of 245
exemption, where appropriate, could be developed for these types of tests that could provide the 246
same reasonable assurance without a 510(k).  Accordingly, we propose that this guidance, when 247
finalized, will supersede the aforementioned guidance as it applies to NGS-based tests for 248
germline diseases. 249

250
Should FDA allow an exemption from the requirement of premarket notification, the device 251
would not be exempt from any other statutory or regulatory requirements, unless such exemption 252
is explicitly provided by order or regulation.  Furthermore, this would not alter any “limitations 253
of exemption” that apply to a 510(k)-exempt type of device, and 510(k) clearance would still be 254
required prior to marketing such a test. All 510(k)-exempt devices are subject to the limitations 255
of exemption found at 21 CFR parts 862 to 892 at section .9 of each part, which limit exemptions 256
to devices with the same indications and technological characteristics or ones with reasonably 257
foreseeable differences.   258

259
If FDA were to classify NGS-based tests for germline diseases in class II (e.g., in response to a 260
de novo request), FDA would consider exempting such class II NGS-based tests from premarket 261
notification requirements.  In determining whether a 510(k) would be necessary to provide a 262
reasonable assurance of the safety and effectiveness of the test, FDA would rely upon the 263
recommendations below, in addition to other considerations, including assurance of the clinical 264
validity of the test.   265

266
Conformity with an FDA-Recognized Standard for Supporting or Assuring Analytical Validity 267

268
FDA believes that the recommendations in Section VI below can help assure the analytical 269
validity of an NGS-based test for germline diseases.  FDA may also consider recognizing 270
standards developed by the scientific community or by standards development organizations 271
(SDOs) that have criteria similar to the recommendations provided in Section VI. Conformity 272
with such recognized standards may be appropriate to support or provide a reasonable assurance 273
of analytical validity.7  Alternatively, these recommendations may form the basis of special 274

                                                 
6 Section 510(m)(2) of the FD&C Act (21 U.S.C. 360(m)(2)) requires that, before granting an exemption from 
510(k), FDA must publish a Federal Register (FR) notice of its intent to exempt the class II device type or of a 
petition to exempt a class II device type if one is submitted.  This FR notice will provide a 30-day period for public 
comment.  After consideration of public comment, within 120 days of publishing this FR notice, FDA will publish 
an order in the FR of its final determination regarding the exemption of the device type.  
7 FDA has not yet determined how conformity with standards for NGS-based tests should be demonstrated and plans 
to discuss this in future guidance documents. 

https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-1998-01-21/pdf/98-1485.pdf
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/MedicalDevices/DeviceRegulationandGuidance/GuidanceDocuments/UCM080199.pdf
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/MedicalDevices/DeviceRegulationandGuidance/GuidanceDocuments/UCM080199.pdf
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275
special controls or standards, conformity will not provide support for clinical validity, which is 276
also required for a demonstration of reasonable assurance of the safety and effectiveness of the 277
test. 278

279
Public Availability of and Access to Performance Information 280

281
FDA has long believed that making its reviews of cleared and approved products available is 282
important so that all interested persons (e.g., healthcare providers and patients), can see, for these 283
products, the performance that FDA has cleared or approved.  To that end, for all IVDs that have 284
received clearance or de novo classification from FDA since November 2003, FDA has 285
published a Decision Summary containing a review of the analytical and clinical validity data 286
and other information submitted by the applicant to support the submission and FDA’s 287
justification for clearing the IVD; FDA is also required to publish Summaries of Safety and 288
Effectiveness Data for approved PMAs under section 520(h) of the FD&C Act (21 U.S.C. 289
360j(h)).8  FDA believes that similar public availability and access for information regarding 290
NGS-based tests, regardless of whether they are FDA reviewed or exempt from 510(k), is 291
important so that patients and healthcare providers can have access to information about the 292
capabilities and limitations of these tests in order to make fully informed medical decisions. 293

294
V. Elements of an NGS-Based Test for Germline Diseases 295

296
NGS-based tests for clinical use typically include reagents, consumables, instruments, and 297
software. The determination of which reagents, consumables, instruments, and software are 298
suitable for achieving the intended purpose for a particular indication is dictated by the particular 299
attributes necessary for proper and consistent functioning.  For this reason, any two NGS-based 300
tests may differ in their design and workflows. 301

302
NGS-based tests may encompass the following steps: (a) specimen collection, processing, and 303
storage, (b) DNA extraction, (c) DNA processing and library preparation, (d) generation of 304
sequence reads and base calling, (e) sequence alignment/mapping, (f) variant calling, (g) variant 305
annotation and filtering, (h) variant classification/interpretation, and (i) generation of test report. 306
Certain of these may not always be considered to be part of the test, depending on the design of 307
the specific test. Manual variant interpretation, performed by healthcare providers and laboratory 308
professionals, is not considered part of the test, but certain standard operating procedures (SOPs), 309
decision matrices, and some software products may be considered test components. FDA 310
recommends that applicants discuss their particular tests through a Pre-Submission as early as 311
possible in the development of the test. 312

313

                                                 
8 No Decision Summaries or Summaries of Safety and Effectiveness Data are posted for those devices for which the 
applicant failed to demonstrate substantial equivalence or a reasonable assurance of the safety and effectiveness of 
the test. 

http://www.fda.gov/downloads/medicaldevices/deviceregulationandguidance/guidancedocuments/ucm311176.pdf
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314

Validation of NGS-based Tests for Germline Diseases 315
316

FDA believes that one approach for supporting the analytical validation of NGS-based tests may 317
be through conformity with one or more FDA-recognized standards (if available) or special 318
controls. This approach should allow a test developer to design, develop, and validate an NGS-319
based test with a range of design and performance characteristics consistent with the intended 320
use discussed in this guidance.9 321

322
FDA believes that for a standard to be recognized by FDA it should include, among other things, 323
a description of the design activities that should be carried out and the performance 324
characteristics that should be validated, as well as specific methodology, materials, and 325
performance thresholds, where appropriate and justifiable. FDA expects that demonstration of 326
conformity with such standards may be used by developers of NGS-based tests for germline 327
diseases in premarket submissions, and possibly in the future in lieu of premarket review. 328
However, the adequacy of a declaration of conformity with FDA-recognized standards for 329
analytical validity may depend on the specific intended use and the type of premarket review, or, 330
potentially, exemption.   331

332
For a standard to be recognized by FDA, the standard should include, at a minimum, the design, 333
development, and validation activities outlined in this section. These are a combination of test 334
design activities, performance metrics, and thresholds that FDA believes can help demonstrate a 335
reasonable assurance that an NGS-based test for germline diseases is analytically valid. 336

337
The recommendations below relate to how a test is designed, developed, and validated. As a 338
general principle, test developers should first define the indications for use statement of their test, 339
as this determines how the test should perform. When defining appropriate test performance, 340
developers should prospectively determine the types of studies that should be conducted (e.g., 341
accuracy) as well as the thresholds that should be met for each in the form of a minimum and 342
target value. After design and development of the test, validation studies will indicate if the 343
predefined performance is met. If the test does not meet any one of the predefined performance 344
specifications, the test should be modified and revalidated. The cycle of design, development, 345
and validation should continue until the test meets the predefined performance specifications. 346
Throughout this process, test developers should document all activities, decisions, and outcomes, 347
along with the justification for each of these activities.  348

349
The descriptions provided below only apply to the type of test described in this guidance 350
document. 351

352

                                                 
9 The test’s labeling (e.g., test report, information about the test’s performance, and other written information 
accompanying the test) must comply with all applicable labeling requirements, such that it is truthful and not 
misleading and bear adequate directions for use.  See, e.g., sections 502(a) and (f) of the FD&C Act (21 U.S.C. 
352(a) and 352(f)).   
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353
354

A test’s conformity with an FDA-recognized standard can help demonstrate that an NGS-based 355
test developer has performed the activities necessary to identify the intended clinical use of the 356
test and to design the test for that use.  A design and development standard or standards should 357
address the competence of the test designer to perform and record the activities discussed below 358
in order to yield a test that has the intended characteristics and consistently delivers results 359
within predetermined acceptance intervals or thresholds.  During the test design phase, 360
developers should establish and justify minimum acceptable and target values for each 361
performance metric appropriate for the indications for use of the test. Standards can provide 362
additional explanation, examples, formats, and other information. 363

364
1. Indications for Use Statement(s) of the Test 365

366
Prospectively define and document the specific clinical need that is driving the development of 367
the test. This will usually include specifying the disease or other condition of interest, the clinical 368
use of the test, and the population that the test is intended to be used for (i.e., the target 369
population). It may also be informative to define and document the clinical setting (if other than 370
a general one), in which the test is to be offered. 371

372
Examples of common clinical uses under the broad indications for use statement considered here 373
include: aid in diagnosing children with signs and symptoms of developmental delay or 374
intellectual disability, patients with undiagnosed diseases, patients with hereditary cancer 375
syndromes, etc. 376

377
Examples of target populations include: patients with signs and symptoms of a specific disease 378
or other condition, patients in a particular age range, patients of the same sex.  Examples of 379
considerations for target populations would include the fraction of the affected population for 380
which the test is expected to provide results, or the prevalence of the specific disease or other 381
condition targeted by a test, if applicable. 382

383
2. Specific User Needs for the Test 384

385
Prospectively determine and document, through consultation, professional experience, 386
professional guidelines, and other relevant sources, specific test features that are needed to 387
assure development of a test that meets user needs.  388

389
The specific user needs will define critical factors to address during test design. It may be helpful 390
to prioritize user needs so that the most critical ones receive the greatest design attention. 391

392
An example of a specific user need for the test includes: when a user has to process large 393
numbers of samples within a limited turn-around time. This user need will help determine which 394
NGS platform should be used as part of the test, how multiplexing is performed, and, potentially, 395
how other aspects of the test are designed. 396

397
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398
399

Specify and document the acceptable specimen types to be used for the test. 400
401

Specimen types accepted for testing will raise questions in design such as the type of collection 402
device required, minimum volume or quantity of sample, any collection conditions that must be 403
adhered to for sample stability between collection and use.  Multiple specimen and collection 404
types may be appropriate for a test, but each type should be validated for use in producing DNA 405
of the appropriate quality and quantity and for overall test performance. Appropriate specimen 406
types may depend on the use of the test. 407

408
Examples of specimen types include: whole blood, ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA)-409
preserved blood, buccal swab. 410

411
4. Interrogated Regions of the Genome 412

413
Specify and document the region(s) of the genome, including genes and variants, that will be 414
interrogated by the test. If necessary, pre-specify what will be reported in the event only a 415
portion of sequenced targets are requested by the ordering clinician. 416

417
The types of genes sequenced and/or reported will depend on the specific indications for use, 418
which in turn will influence aspects of test design and definition of test performance. 419

420
Example: A test intended to diagnose suspected genetic disorders in newborns may use WES 421
rather than a more restricted panel of genes with well-defined clinical significance. In such a 422
case, the test may be configured to report only a subset of genes from WES that may be related 423
to suspected disease(s) or other condition(s) based on a patient’s phenotype, clinical presentation, 424
and previous available test results for the patient. For instance, a test might only report results 425
from genes known to be related to cardiac disorders when such disorders are suspected based on 426
clinical presentation. 427

428
5. Performance Needs 429

430
To demonstrate performance needs, consider the following: 431

432
Ø Define and document a minimum set of metrics (e.g., accuracy) that should be 433

evaluated for an adequately analytically validated test. 434
Ø Define and document appropriate performance thresholds for those metrics based on 435

the test’s indications for use statement and predefined user needs.  436
Ø Define and document the degree to which interrogated regions that do not meet test 437

run quality metrics (e.g., depth of coverage; see Section VI.C) can be included in the 438
test.  439

Ø Identify and document the use of secondary procedures (e.g., familial testing, 440
orthogonal confirmation of results), as their use may affect performance needs.  441

Ø Document possible limitations to test performance. 442
443
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444
collect additional specimens from a patient) or if results will not be confirmed by an orthogonal 445
method, the minimum accuracy of the test should be higher in regions from which results will be 446
reported. Similarly, if an interrogated genomic region is difficult to sequence, this should be 447
reported as a test limitation, and may inform the inclusion of confirmation by an orthogonal 448
method during test design or may necessitate higher coverage in that region. 449

450
6. Components and Methods 451

452
a. Component Specification 453

454
Specify and document all test components (e.g., instrumentation, software, consumables, 455
reagents), including those for procedures (e.g., materials for library preparation) and general 456
laboratory equipment used for the test (e.g., automated liquid handlers).  For each step of an 457
NGS-based test, set technical specifications (e.g., throughput of a sequencing platform) for test 458
components based on identified user needs, the indications for use statement, and predefined 459
performance. Document the limitations of each component for critical factors (e.g., coverage, 460
multiplexing). 461

462
Specifications should be determined and documented for each component of an NGS-based test.  463
These specifications are generally driven by user needs, the indications for use statement, and the 464
performance specifications. In some cases, test design issues may feed back into the indications 465
for use statement or predefined performance specifications. For instance, there may be a need to 466
modify the indications for use statement to fit limitations imposed by the availability of a 467
specific sequencing platform. 468

469
Listed below are recommendations for select components or steps of an NGS-based test: 470

471
i. Sequencing Platform 472

473
Specify the sequencing platform that will be used. 474

475
The particular sequencing platform should have specific performance characteristics that align 476
with user needs and the indications for use statement of the test. 477

478
ii. Controls and Reference Materials 479

480
Specify controls and reference materials for achieving confidence in the test. 481
These should include per sample, per run, etc., as needed, in order to establish the quality of 482
performance. They can also include gene and disease specific controls for detecting common 483
pathogenic variants used to diagnose well-defined diseases or other conditions, pan-disorder 484
positive controls (most common pathogenic variants), and other appropriate controls and 485
reference materials. 486

487
488
489
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490
491

Ø Describe and document data processing and analysis, including all procedures 492
for variant calling, filtering, and annotation.  493

Ø Specify and document all software to be used, including the source (e.g., 494
developed in-house, third party), and any modifications.  495

Ø Document software versions and traceability, reference sequence assembly, and 496
components needed to compile, install, and run bioinformatics pipeline.  497

Ø Specify and document whether software will be run locally or remotely (e.g., 498
cloud-based).  499

Ø Specify and document which databases will be used (if any), and whether these 500
are internal or third-party. 501

502
The bioinformatics pipeline should be selected based on the type of sequencing and the types of 503
variants that will be reported, and considering any limitations of the pipeline in variant calling 504
and interpretation. Inclusion in the test design of third party bioinformatics tools should be done 505
by documenting and validating bioinformatics software performance in the context of the end-to-506
end NGS-based test. 507

508
b. Methods 509

510
Develop and document procedures and methods for running the test. Document in detail methods 511
for each step of the test (e.g., DNA extraction, multiplexing). Develop and document procedures 512
for using instruments, consumables, reagents, and supporting methods.  Identify and document 513
limitations, if any, for each step, including the potential impact on other steps. Identify and 514
document, as applicable, the type of sequencing that will be used (e.g., single-end/pair-end/mate-515
pair sequencing). 516

517
Specifications should be determined and documented for each method required for the NGS-518
based test.  These specifications are generally defined by user and performance specifications. 519

520
Below is a list of recommendations for select components of an NGS-based test: 521

522
i. Sample Preparation and Input  523

524
Ø Establish and document specific methods for specimen handling, preservation, 525

processing, storage, and rejection criteria, as applicable.   526
Ø Specify and document methods that will be used for determining DNA quantity 527

and quality. 528
Ø Establish and document whether the test can be run when the sample is extracted 529

DNA from outside sources, and establish and document the requirements for such 530
outside samples. 531

532
533
534
535
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536
537

Ø Specify and document the number of samples that may be multiplexed in a single 538
test without negatively affecting quality scores or coverage in important 539
interrogated regions. 540

Ø Specify and document the composition of barcodes and the procedures for their 541
use, including any required procedures for avoiding barcode collision, mis-542
identification or mis-sorting.  543

544
iii. Library Preparation and Target Enrichment 545

546
Ø Establish and document specific methods for library preparation and target 547

enrichment (e.g., amplicon-based, capture-based), as applicable.  548
Ø Specify and document performance metrics (e.g., on-target sequencing, 549

uniformity, library complexity) and the threshold that will be used for accepting 550
the method.  551

552
iv. Follow-up Procedures 553

554
Define and document the procedures to be used when a test run fails (e.g., due to failure to meet 555
one or more of its test run quality metrics).  556

557
Such procedures may include fill in of certain regions that failed to meet appropriate quality 558
metrics or Sanger confirmation of test results, for example. 559

560
B. Test Performance Characteristics 561

562
Analytical test validation involves measuring a test’s analytical performance over a set of 563
predefined metrics to demonstrate whether the performance is adequate for its indications for use 564
and meets predefined performance specifications.  This typically involves evaluating whether the 565
test successfully identifies or measures, within defined statistical bounds, the presence or absence 566
of a variant that will provide information on a disease or other condition in a patient. For 567
sequencing outside of specific targeted regions, the ability to routinely detect the “wild type” 568
sequence may be sufficient to establish accuracy in these areas.  Once all methods are finalized 569
and documented, and the end-to-end performance of the test is validated for the test’s indications 570
for use, test performance should be continuously monitored during clinical use. It is generally 571
important, as part of test design and development, to validate individual steps of an NGS-based 572
test and to verify that components are operating as expected. The complete NGS-based test 573
should be analytically validated in its entirety (i.e., validation experiments should be conducted 574
starting with specimen processing and ending with variant calls, and performance should be 575
documented) prior to initiating clinical use of the test. 576
This section recommends a set of performance metrics that should be accounted for when 577
analytically validating NGS-based tests for germline diseases. Note that for some of the metrics 578
listed below, FDA provides recommendations for minimum performance thresholds. 579

580
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1. Accuracy 581
582

Demonstrate accuracy by measuring positive percent agreement (PPA), negative percent 583
agreement (NPA), technical positive predictive value (TPPV), and the rate of “no calls” or 584
“invalid calls”. Set thresholds for PPA, NPA, and TPPV that assure that the test will meet its 585
predefined performance specifications.10 586

587
FDA recommends that PPA, NPA and TPPV be set at no less than a point estimate of 99.9% 588
with a lower bound of the 95% confidence interval (CI) of 99.0% for all variant types reported 589
by the test. 590

591
Accuracy involves determining the closeness of agreement between a measured value and a true 592
value of a measure. For NGS-based tests, accuracy represents the degree of concordance (or 593
agreement) of results between a sequence obtained from the test and the same sequence 594
determined by a valid comparator method identified as appropriate by FDA, or between a 595
reference sample run on an NGS-based test and the known sequence of the reference. The 596
minimum acceptable overall and target accuracy of an NGS-based test may vary depending on 597
the type of variations and on whether variants are confirmed using an orthogonal assay.  598

599
a. Positive Percent Agreement  600

601
Calculate and document PPA as the number of known variants detected by the test (true 602
“positives” (TP)) divided by the number of known variants tested (TP plus false negatives 603
(FNs)). Calculate and document PPA for each variant type. 604

605
PPA is the ability of the test to correctly identify variants that are present in a sample. PPA 606
reflects the frequency of FNs. 607

608
b. Negative Percent Agreement  609

610
Calculate and document NPAs as the number of true “negative” (TN) results divided by the 611
number of wild type results for variants tested (TN plus FP) for each variant type that is being 612
reported.  613

614
NPA is the ability of the test to correctly identify wild-type (wt) bases (i.e., the probability that 615
the test will not call a variant that is not present). NPA reflects the frequency of FPs. 616

617
c. Technical Positive Predictive Value  618

619
Calculate and document TPPV by dividing the number of TPs from the test by the total number 620
of positive results (TP plus FP) obtained by the test. 621

622

                                                 
10 Based on different scenarios or the methodology used, additional metrics for evaluation of accuracy may be 
developed. 
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TPPV relates to the likelihood that a variant call is a TP. 623
624

d. “No Calls” and “Invalid Calls” 625
626

Determine and document the rate of “no call” and “invalid call” results in the accuracy study.  627
628

Do not use “no calls” or “invalid calls” in PPA, NPA, or TPPV calculations. 629
630

Minimum acceptable values for “no calls” or “invalid calls” will depend on indications for use 631
and test design.  For example, a test for which results should be generated with a short 632
turnaround time may require that the rate of “no calls” or “invalid calls” be minimal.  633
 634

2. Precision (Reproducibility and Repeatability)   635
636

Evaluate precision (reproducibility and repeatability) for both variant and wild type calls, with 637
each metric separately reported for each condition, interrogated region, and variant type. Test 638
important factors that may contribute to test variability, including multiple samples, runs, 639
reagent lots, and operators. Test other sources of variability as applicable, including multiple 640
instruments, multiple testing sites, lane replicates, and lanes.  641

642
FDA recommends thresholds for reproducibility and repeatability that meet or exceed 95.0% for 643
the lower bound of the 95% CI, calculated by conditions tested and genomic context, separately 644
for each variant type. 645

646
Reproducibility for NGS-based tests involves measuring test variability under a variety of 647
specified conditions (such as when using different operators, different operating conditions (if 648
applicable), different days of measurement, or different components (if applicable)) using the 649
same sample, and accounting for major sources of variability in the test. Repeatability involves 650
measuring test result variability when using the same operators, the same measuring system (e.g., 651
the same instrument and components), the same operating conditions and the same location, and 652
replicating measurements on the same or similar objects over a short period of time. These 653
studies do not require a gold standard sequence for comparison; rather, test developers should 654
compare their replicates and calculate pair-wise positive agreement or pair-wise negative 655
agreement. 656

657
3. Limit of Detection (LoD) 658

659
Establish and document the minimum and maximum amount of DNA (e.g., acceptable input 660
range) that will enable the test to provide expected results in 95% of test runs with an acceptable 661
level of invalid or “no calls” results (i.e., without a loss of accuracy). Establish and document 662
the lower LoD for each variant type included in the test’s indications for use. If testing 663
specimens with mixed content (e.g., mosaic specimens), establish and document the ability of the 664
test to detect different allele ratios and determine the lower LoD of variants based on dilution 665
assays, performed by mixing two pure clinical samples or creating blends from cell lines that 666
represent a range of percentages. 667
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668
conditions and in a defined specimen type.  In general, the (lower) LoD is calculated as the 669
lowest concentration of analyte at which at least 95% of positive calls and an acceptable level of 670
invalid or no calls is obtained among the replicates tested for that concentration. When different 671
variant types may have different LoDs, calculate the LoD for representative variants. Similarly, 672
an upper limit of detection should be established and documented.  673

674
4. Analytical Specificity 675

676
Establish and document analytical specificity using the metrics listed below. Establish and 677
document whether, using proposed methods, potential interfering and cross-reacting substances 678
or cross-contamination affects the test performance.  If interfering, cross-reacting substances, or 679
cross-contamination affect test performance, revise methods or performance specifications to 680
exclude their effect.  681

682
a. Interference 683

684
Identify and document any interfering substances (including matrix effects) that might reduce the 685
ability to amplify or sequence. Select substances for interference experiments that are relevant to 686
specimen or sample types covered by the test’s indications for use. 687

688
b. Cross-Reactivity 689

690
Assess and document the potential for cross-reactivity of known cross-reactive alleles and 691
homologous regions (e.g., pseudogenes), based on the targets that will be interrogated by the 692
test. 693

694
c. Cross-Contamination 695

696
Develop, validate, and document methods to detect carryover or cross-contamination between 697
patient specimens or samples. 698

699
Analytical specificity relates to the ability of a test to measure solely the intended analyte. 700
Interference in measurement from endogenous or exogenous substances that may be expected 701
based on the indications for use and test design may result in failure to detect an analyte, yielding 702
false negative results. Cross-reactivity (e.g., from homologous regions, pseudogenes and other 703
type of cross-reactive sequences) may result in erroneous detection of an incorrect analyte, 704
yielding false positive results. Cross-contamination of patient specimens introduces incorrect 705
sequences into the test which can lead to false positive and false negative results. 706

707
C. Test Run Quality Metrics 708

709
Establish and document minimum acceptable thresholds for coverage, base quality, and other 710
test run quality metrics relevant to the specific design and test processes (e.g., input DNA 711
quality, library complexity, bioinformatics pipeline related metrics).  712

713
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714
should be accepted, or, when applicable, whether supplemental procedures should be used to 715
further query a variant call.  A number of test run quality metrics associated with the whole test 716
or specific steps or components of an NGS-based test may be used. These metrics are described 717
below. 718

719
1. Coverage (Read Depth and Completeness) 720

721
Establish and document minimum performance thresholds for average and minimum depths of 722
coverage, uniformity of coverage, and the percentage of bases in the target region(s) above the 723
minimum depth of coverage for the test.  724

725
For detecting germline heterozygous variants using a targeted panel, set a threshold of 20X or 726
greater for minimum coverage depth and 300X for average coverage depth at 100% of the bases 727
for targeted panels and at least 97% of the bases for WES. 728

729
If critical interrogated regions do not meet minimum coverage thresholds, revise methods to 730
enable the test to reach minimum coverage thresholds or revise test claims to limit the types of 731
results reported. 732

733
Supplemental procedures (see Section VI.E below) may have to be incorporated into the testing 734
scheme to address interrogated region coverage problems. 735

736
Selection of thresholds should demonstrate adequate test performance for the indications for use 737
statement and predefined user needs. Minimum coverage and related metrics will vary based on 738
the details of a test’s indications for use, design (e.g., instrumentation), procedures (e.g., testing 739
of familial trios vs. testing of patients only), and performance (e.g., base-call error rates, number 740
of independent reads). For instance, higher coverage thresholds should be considered for 741
detecting variants from mixed or mosaic specimens (e.g., germline mosaicism). FDA does not 742
intend to recommend specific thresholds for coverage metrics in most instances. However, FDA 743
believes that, for any test, thresholds should not be set below the levels specified below.  744

745
2. Test Run Metrics and Performance Thresholds 746

747
FDA recommends establishing test run metrics and performance thresholds for all critical NGS-748
based test steps. These metrics and their performance thresholds are assessed in test validation.  749
If validation results indicate that the metrics are not appropriate for the test, or that the 750
performance thresholds cannot be met, the test design should be modified. 751

752
The following is a list of factors for establishing test run metrics and performance thresholds for 753
test elements: 754

755
a. Specimen Quality 756

757
Establish and document criteria for accepting or rejecting specimens. 758

759
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760
761

Ø Establish and document thresholds for genomic DNA concentration, volume, and quality.   762
Ø Establish and document methods for the evaluation of quantity and concentration of DNA 763

(e.g., fluorometric methods).  764
Ø As applicable, establish and document the acceptable DNA size range and/or mode of 765

range after shearing, establish and document performance thresholds for library yield, 766
and establish and document target enrichment method.  767

768
These methods and thresholds will influence the selection of the appropriate DNA extraction 769
method. 770

771
c. Sequence Generation/Base-Calling  772

773
Ø Establish and document a threshold for base quality score (Q score) for sequencing 774

reads.  775
Ø Establish and document thresholds for median base quality by cycle and percentage of 776

bases above a predetermined quality threshold.  777
Ø If applicable, establish and document a threshold for percentage of trimmed bases.  778

779
FDA recommends a base quality score of at least 30.  Other methods for evaluating base quality 780
may also be appropriate.  If Q score is not used, document the method used and why it is an 781
appropriate method. 782

783
Other metrics of sequence generation may be used, if appropriate. Examples of these are: 784

785
· Cluster density and cluster passing filter rate. 786

787
· Reads (e.g., number of reads); percentage of unique reads (before removal of duplicates); 788

percentage of duplicate reads (which reflects the number of reads that start at the same 789
position and is an indicator of library complexity). 790

791
If such other metrics are used, thresholds should be established and documented for each metric. 792

793
d. Mapping or Assembly Metrics 794

795
Establish and document appropriate metrics and their associated thresholds for mapping 796
quality.  797

798
Examples of possible metrics include: 799

800
· Percentage of reads mapped to the reference genome. 801

802
· Percentage of reads mapped to the target region.  803

804
· Mapping quality scores and percent of reads correctly mapped.  805
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806
· Percentage of target covered, percentage of reads mapped to off target/decoy sequences, 807

and percentage of reads not mapped to any human sequence.  808
809

· Depth of coverage (see Section VI.C.1 above). 810
811

· Non-specific mapping such as misaligned or clipped reads due to large indels, non-812
specific mapping due to sequence homology, and mapping errors assessed using a pan-813
ethnic reference sequence.  814

815
If upon test validation, critical bases/positions do not meet mapping quality thresholds, the test 816
design and/or the metrics and thresholds should be evaluated for appropriateness for the 817
indications for use, including user needs.  Alternatives such as supplementing the NGS-based 818
test with a second method for such regions, or specifying the regions not reported (and 819
modifying the test’s indications for use statement and limitations accordingly), may be 820
acceptable when a small number of bases/positions are known to map poorly. 821

822
e. Variant Calling  Metrics  823

824
Establish and document the appropriate metrics and their associated thresholds for variant call 825
quality. 826

827
Variant calling metrics include single variant metrics and overall variant calling summary 828
metrics. Appropriate metrics may depend on the bioinformatics pipeline used for variant calling.  829

830
Examples of appropriate metrics include: 831

832
· Variant call quality score. 833

834
· Number and percentage of reads with the variant reported. 835

836
· Allelic read percentages, including percent of different variant types (e.g., heterozygous 837

calls, indels, nonsense variants), and portion and ratios of base substitutions 838
(transition/transversion (ti/tv)).  839

840
· Variant allele frequency (e.g., expected call frequency thresholds/minimum percent of 841

variant reads defined for homozygous and heterozygous calls).  842
843

· Percent of novel variants, concordance rates with reference variant/sequence. 844
845

· Strand bias.  846
847

· Percentage of claimed region covered / percent completeness (i.e., percent of test with 848
sufficient coverage above minimum threshold). 849

850
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851
development. If this is the case, establish and document the method for profiling and 852
suppression.  853

854
D. General Recommendations for Performance Evaluation Studies 855

856
When evaluating a test design and configuration, incorporate the features listed below into 857
performance evaluation studies, as applicable. Provide a detailed justification if there are any 858
deviations from, or deletions or additions to, these recommendations. 859

860
· Perform validation studies on genomic regions, variant types, and sequence contexts 861

representative of the test’s indications for use, including clinically relevant targets. 862
Establish performance of variants in highly homologous, highly polymorphic, or other 863
difficult regions if these regions are part of the indications for use of the test. Account for 864
variant prevalence when selecting specific variants to include in accuracy studies. For 865
indels, include a distribution of variants in increments of no more than five base pairs, for 866
both insertions and deletions.  867

868
· Assess test limits, such as insertions or deletions larger than a certain size and 869

rearrangements, and identify types of sequence variations that the test cannot detect with 870
the intended accuracy and precision.  871

872
· Use specimens that reflect the actual specimen types (e.g., whole blood, saliva) and 873

population that the test developer has established as acceptable for clinical testing. If 874
necessary, supplement clinical specimens with well-characterized samples containing 875
known sequence variants (e.g., from cell lines). Conduct commutability studies if 876
inferring performance based on validation using plasmids or other synthetic constructs.  877

878
· Include specimens and DNA samples representing different variant genotypes (i.e., wild-879

type, heterozygous, compound heterozygous, homozygous) consistent with the test’s 880
indications for use statement. 881

882
· Include DNA preparation, specimen and reagent acquisition, handling and storage (where 883

applicable) when evaluating end-to-end test performance. 884
885

· Evaluate test performance for different allele ratios if specimens or DNA samples with 886
mixed content (e.g., mosaicism) are being claimed in the indications for use of the test.  887
This may be performed by mixing two pure clinical samples or creating blends from cell 888
lines covering a range of allele fractions.  889

890
Determine the number of specimens required to demonstrate that performance thresholds 891
have been met with confidence for relevant metrics. This number will depend on the 892
indications for use of the test and the critical performance parameters that must be met 893
(e.g., how many types of variants the test is expected to detect, and the number of 894
variants of different types in a given validation sample) to support that use.  895

896
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897
the overall beginning-to-end test validation. The performance of the bioinformatics 898
pipeline can be established and documented by analyzing data files containing known 899
sequence variants of various claimed types (e.g., single-nucleotide variants, small indels, 900
large CNVs, structural variants).  Those data files should, however, be generated using 901
the test’s pre-analytical and analytical methodology 902

903
· If applicable, validate sample pooling methods, including minimum and maximum 904

number of multiplexed samples, to ensure that individual sample identity is maintained. If 905
barcoding is used for multiplexing, establish and document that there is no crosstalk 906
between samples with distinct barcodes and that the combinations of patients/barcodes in 907
a run provide accurate and reproducible results for all amplicons regardless of which 908
barcode is used for each sample, and when the maximum number of samples is 909
multiplexed. 910

911
When evaluating NGS-based test accuracy: 912

913
· Evaluate and document accuracy by comparison to a method identified as appropriate by 914

FDA, such as bidirectional sequencing or another well-validated method. As an alternative 915
comparator method, supplement accuracy evaluation using a comparison of the sequence 916
generated by the test to a consensus sequence of agreed-upon well-characterized samples, if 917
such samples are appropriate.   918

919
· Calculate PPA, NPA and TPPV separately for each type of variant claimed (e.g., single 920

nucleotide variants, indels, structural variants) and sequence context (e.g., highly 921
homologous regions) to be assessed by the test. 922

923
When documenting the results of validation studies: 924

925
· Present results as a mean and associated 95% two-sided CI. Present results in a tabular 926

format, with results documented separately for each variant, variant type tested, and sequence 927
context. Where relevant (e.g., for insertions, deletions), document results by size distribution. 928

929
· Present results separately for each specimen type used for validation, and indicate the type of 930

specimen used (e.g., clinical specimen, cell line).  931
932

· For reproducibility studies, document results for each variant or variant type. Indicate the 933
number of replicates tested for each variant and the conditions that were tested (e.g., number 934
of runs, days, instruments, reagent lots, operators).  935

936
· When presenting the results of reproducibility and repeatability studies, indicate the failed 937

quality control rate, and list all “no calls” or “invalid calls.” Data from runs that do not meet 938
coverage depth, coverage uniformity, and other technical metrics are typically considered 939
quality control failures.  940

941
942
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943
944

Include any applicable supplemental procedures (e.g., orthogonal confirmation, fill-in, trio 945
testing) whose reflex use will be directed in the test’s instructions in design, development and 946
validation activities and documentation. If supplemental procedures are not performed, 947
document the types of results that will not be reported by the test. 948

949
Supplemental procedures refer to those procedures that are not part of the core process for 950
generating variant calls from input specimens or DNA, although they may be considered part of 951
an NGS-based test. Supplemental procedures, such as fill-in or orthogonal confirmation, should 952
be implemented when variants or interrogated regions of the genome that are critical parts of the 953
indications for use of the test cannot meet predefined test run quality metrics or performance 954
thresholds. In these cases, supplemental procedures may be established to assure that the test can 955
reliably report on variants in those regions. Furthermore, for some rare undiagnosed diseases, 956
sequencing trios or additional familial testing is recommended, and test results may be 957
inconclusive without the appropriate parental or familial testing. 958

959
For example, there may be a need to perform confirmatory testing for critical variant types where 960
lower bound of the 95% CI for accuracy falls below 99.0%. Alternatively, adequate justification 961
for reporting those variants with lower accuracy can be provided based on other means.   962

963
F. Variant Annotation and Filtering 964

965
Select filtering algorithms appropriate for the indications for use of the test, establish and 966
document filtering thresholds, and document how and when filtering will be used. Document any 967
filtering criteria that are applied and describe their purpose, e.g., eliminating from consideration 968
variants of low allele frequency, difficult-to-sequence regions or variants that are hard to call or 969
analyze, filtering out specific type of variant, etc. When using databases to aid in annotation and 970
filtering (e.g., estimating allele frequency from large control cohorts such as those found in the 971
Exome Aggregation Consortium (ExAC) or 1000 Genomes databases), verify that the indicated 972
population of the test is included in the dataset, and record the version of the database used. 973
Include a process to identify and incorporate changes in external sources of data into the 974
annotation and filtering procedures. 975

976
Filtering algorithms to identify and prioritize candidate causal variants or genes from exome or 977
genome sequencing can include selecting variants based on population frequency, prioritization 978
based on impact on gene and gene production function and/or phenotypic data, probabilistic 979
methods, or shared genomic segments (e.g., regions of identity by descent and co-segregation of 980
variants with phenotype in family studies).  981

982
G. Presentation of Test Performance  983

984
The following should be included when providing information on test performance: 985

986
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987
limitations, and summary performance information via a prominent hyperlink on the 988
company website. 989

990
· Include the following in the indications for use statement of the test: 991

992
o Type(s) of sequence variations (e.g., single nucleotide variants, multiple nucleotide 993

variants, insertions, deletions) detected as a part of the test. 994
o Any limitations of the test (e.g., interrogated targets such as genes or types of 995

sequence variants that the test cannot detect with validated performance, failure to 996
detect insertions and deletions larger than a certain size). 997

o The fraction of the affected population for which the test is likely to provide relevant 998
results, for example, if the test only detects a subset of all variants that are causative 999
of a particular disease or condition. 1000

1001
· Identify region(s) of the genome in which sequence meeting pre-specified performance 1002

specifications can be generated by the NGS-based test. 1003
1004

· List types of variants that the test will report using a widely accepted nomenclature. 1005
1006

· For targeted NGS panels, list the gene(s) included on the panel using a widely accepted 1007
nomenclature. 1008

1009
· For WES based tests, describe how known, clinically relevant regions of the exome are 1010

defined, and the relevant coverage for those regions. 1011
1012

· In the summary performance information, include: 1013
1014

o Results for test accuracy and precision/reproducibility presented in a tabular format, 1015
across the regions queried by the test, by variant type and size (e.g., sizes that include 1016
distribution of results by 5 and 10 bps, separately for deletions and insertions, by 1017
polymorphic and non-polymorphic regions), summarized as a mean percent 1018
agreement and disagreement with the reference sequences and 95% CI, separately for 1019
positive and negative results, and broken down by whether results were generated 1020
from clinical specimens, contrived samples, cell lines, or reference sample sets.  1021

1022
o For results of reproducibility studies, list the number of replicates for each 1023

variant/variant type, and conditions tested (i.e., number of runs, days, instruments, 1024
reagent lots, sites, operators, specimens/type, etc.). 1025

1026
o For targeted panels, indicate the average depth of coverage and the percentage of 1027

target region covered at the minimum depth of coverage. 1028
1029

o For WES, indicate the average depth of coverage and the percentage of target region 1030
covered at the minimum depth of coverage. 1031

1032
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· Provide information about the probability of test failure based on performance data (e.g., 
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1033
failed quality control). Describe scenarios in which a test can fail (e.g., low sample volume, 1034
low DNA concentration), any control material included or recommended with the test, and 1035
follow-up actions to be taken when a test fails. 1036

1037
· Describe any additional procedures, methods, and practices incorporated into the directions 1038

for use, including confirmatory testing that should be conducted. Indicate whether parental or 1039
familial testing is a required part of the test.  1040

1041
The following information on test design should be provided: 1042

1043
· Specify the components of the test, including the sequencing platform and associated 1044

technology (e.g., long reads) and ancillary reagents, instrumentation, and equipment. 1045
1046

· Describe all steps of the test design, development, and validation (e.g., DNA extraction, 1047
library preparation, variant calling) and the procedures and components associated with each 1048
step. 1049

1050
· Provide details about the specimen type (e.g., saliva, whole blood), matrix (e.g., 1051

preservatives, anticoagulants) and minimum and maximum volume appropriate for testing. 1052
Specify specimen collection, pre-processing (e.g., nucleic extraction methods), storage and 1053
any additional pre-analytical specimen preparation steps, as applicable. 1054

1055
· Indicate the minimum yield and quality of DNA appropriate to obtain test accuracy. 1056

1057
· Indicate methods for processing DNA for sequencing (e.g., amplification, capture) and ways 1058

to assess the yield and quality of the final processed material. 1059
1060

· Indicate the level of multiplexing, if applicable. 1061
1062

· Specify all software components, whether developed in-house or obtained from a third party. 1063
Indicate the name and version and provide descriptions of all software components, including 1064
for sequencing instruments and post-sequencing data analysis and processing (i.e., 1065
bioinformatics pipeline). Indicate whether software is run locally or on a remote service (e.g., 1066
cloud-based), and record any modifications made to open-source software. 1067

1068
· Indicate databases and versions used for data analysis and describe how new versions of 1069

existing database(s) or a new database will be incorporated into the test and validated. 1070
Indicate whether sequence is aligned against the full human reference assembly or the 1071
targeted sequences, and document accession and version numbers for the full human 1072
reference assembly used for alignment.   1073

1074
· Describe criteria used for annotation and filtering of variants. 1075

1076
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H. Test Reports 
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1077
1078

Include the following information in test reports consistent with 21 CFR 809.10 compliant 1079
labeling (as applicable): 1080

1081
· The relationship between reported variants and the clinical presentation of the patient.  1082

1083
· A description of genomic and chromosomal regions detected by the test. For panels, all 1084

targeted genes should be indicated. 1085
1086

· A summary of the results of performance studies performed in accordance with Section 1087
VI.D. 1088

1089
· A prominently-placed list of pathogenic or actionable variants on the first page of a test 1090

report. If variants of unknown significance will be reported, clearly separate these from 1091
pathogenic or actionable variants in the test report, and include a statement that their clinical 1092
relevance is not known. Indicate which classes of variants (e.g., benign polymorphisms) are 1093
not included in the test report. Also include the following information:  1094

1095
o Report variants using a widely accepted nomenclature. 1096

1097
o Provide a description of the clinical evidence supporting the interpretation reported 1098

variants. 1099
1100

o Provide a summary of genes related to patient’s phenotype, and any databases relied 1101
upon for variant interpretation, if relevant. 1102

1103
o Indicate whether additional information, such as test results from family members, is 1104

needed to definitively interpret the variant. 1105
1106

· Indicate test limitations, including interrogated regions that failed sequencing, any interfering 1107
substances, and limitations to variant interpretation.  1108

1109
· Specify risk mitigation elements, including rationale for and description of any additional 1110

procedures, methods, and practices incorporated into the directions for use or recommended 1111
as a follow-up that mitigate risks associated with the test.  1112

1113
· Throughout the report, use clear, consistent language that can be easily understood.  1114

1115
VII. Modifications  1116

1117
Modifications to an NGS-based test can vary greatly in type, scope and impact. They may range 1118
from new reagent supplier and software updates to new platforms, changes in chemistry, or the 1119
addition of new sequencing targets.  While these changes necessitate analytical validation, the 1120
types of studies that need to be performed will depend on the type and the extent of the 1121
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modification.  At present, under FDA regulations, a modification to a cleared or approved test 
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1122
may require a new submission to FDA. 1123

1124
In order to remain within the scope of this guidance, modifications to targeted and WES NGS-1125
based tests should stay within the intended use of aiding in the diagnosis of individuals with 1126
suspected germline diseases or other conditions.  1127

1128
Always re-evaluate test performance when modifications to the test are made.  When making 1129
modifications, FDA recommends the following: 1130

1131
· Document all modifications to a test, including the protocol. This should include software 1132

updates and other modifications to the bioinformatics pipeline. 1133
1134

· Prepare a detailed SOP for revalidation after anticipated test modifications, including 1135
those to software. In this protocol, indicate anticipated modifications and the procedures 1136
that will be followed to implement them, including the types of validation studies that 1137
will be performed, and the performance metrics and thresholds that must be achieved 1138
introducing the modification.  1139

1140
· Conduct revalidation using a sufficient number of well-characterized samples to provide 1141

assurance of stated test performance. Sample numbers and types should be documented 1142
and justification provided for sample numbers and types selected.  1143

1144
· Document the types of validation studies that will be conducted after a modification and 1145

document the test’s post-modification performance.   1146
1147

· Where appropriate, revalidate the test end-to-end, not simply the modification, and 1148
document performance. If available, existing well-characterized data files of sequences 1149
representative of the test’s indications for use, containing known variants, may be used 1150
when modifications are made solely to the bioinformatics pipeline. Minor modifications 1151
to the pipeline can be validated by comparing results from the new pipeline to the 1152
existing test pipeline. Always document performance. 1153

1154
· If multiple modifications are made to a test over time, assess each modification separately 1155

as well as in aggregate, and document performance. 1156
1157

· When adding new genes to an existing panel, evaluate test performance for the original 1158
genes on the panel and document performance. If the changed test does not meet 1159
performance requirements, redesign may be necessary. Unmasking of genes in a panel for 1160
reporting is not considered a modification if performance for those genes was already 1161
demonstrated as part of the original test validation. 1162

1163
· Include a procedure to account for updates to internal and external databases and their 1164

potential impact on the clinical interpretation of variants. Document any updates 1165
including name, location, and new version of the database. 1166

1167
1168
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VIII. Additional Resources  
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1169
1170

§ FDA guidance document entitled “Factors to Consider When Making Benefit-Risk 1171
Determinations in Medical Device Premarket Approval and De Novo Classifications.” 1172

1173
§ FDA guidance document entitled “Requests for Feedback on Medical Device 1174

Submissions: The Pre-Submission Program and Meetings with Food and Drug 1175
Administration Staff.” 1176

1177
§ FDA guidance document entitled “Procedures for Class II Device Exemptions from 1178

Premarket Notification.” 1179
1180

§ Gargis A.S. et al, “Assuring the Quality of Next-Generation Sequencing in Clinical 1181
Laboratory Practice,” Nat Biotechnol. 2012 30(11):1033-6. 1182

1183
§ “Molecular Pathology Checklist,” College of American Pathologists (April 21, 2014). 1184

1185
§ Rehm H.L. et al., “ACMG Clinical Laboratory Standards for Next-Generation 1186

Sequencing,” Genet Med. 2013 15(9):733-47. 1187
1188

§ Schrijver I. et al., “Methods-Based Proficiency Testing In Molecular Genetic Pathology,” 1189
The Journal of Molecular Diagnostics (2014), 16(3):283-7. 1190

1191
§ Analytical Performance Specifications for Comprehensive Genomic Profiling (M00118, 1192

V1).  1193
1194

§ “CLSI MM09-A2, Nucleic Acid Sequencing Methods in Diagnostic Laboratory 1195
Medicine; Approved Guideline – Second Edition,” Clinical and Laboratory Standards 1196
Institute (February 2014).   1197

1198
§ Aziz N. et al., “College of American Pathologists’ Laboratory Standards for Next-1199

Generation Sequencing Clinical Tests,” Arch Pathol Lab Med (2015),139:481-93. 1200
1201

§ “Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) Guidelines for Somatic Genetic Variant Detection,” 1202
New York State Department of Health (March 2015).  1203

1204
§ “Guidelines for Validation Submissions of Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) Assays 1205

under the NYS Testing Category of Genetic Testing – Molecular,” New York State 1206
Department of Health (July 2015). 1207

1208
§ Matthijs G. et al, “Guidelines for Diagnostic Next-Generation Sequencing,” European 1209

Journal of Human Genetics (2016) 24, 2–5.  1210

http://www.fda.gov/downloads/MedicalDevices/DeviceRegulationandGuidance/GuidanceDocuments/UCM296379.pdf
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/MedicalDevices/DeviceRegulationandGuidance/GuidanceDocuments/UCM296379.pdf
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/medicaldevices/deviceregulationandguidance/guidancedocuments/ucm311176.pdf
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/medicaldevices/deviceregulationandguidance/guidancedocuments/ucm311176.pdf
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/medicaldevices/deviceregulationandguidance/guidancedocuments/ucm311176.pdf
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/MedicalDevices/DeviceRegulationandGuidance/GuidanceDocuments/ucm080199.pdf
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/MedicalDevices/DeviceRegulationandGuidance/GuidanceDocuments/ucm080199.pdf
http://www.palmettogba.com/palmetto/MolDX.nsf/DocsCat/MolDx Website~MolDx~Browse By Topic~Technical Assessment~9WRHPN3576?open&navmenu=Browse%5eBy%5eTopic
http://www.palmettogba.com/palmetto/MolDX.nsf/DocsCat/MolDx Website~MolDx~Browse By Topic~Technical Assessment~9WRHPN3576?open&navmenu=Browse%5eBy%5eTopic
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